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Introduction 
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AVERAGE ANNUAL

PRECIPITATION
• From 20% in 2007, Atlantic Area 

represented 24% of the EU28 milk 
production in 2021

• Favourable area to produce milk : thanks 
to important rainfalls and adequate 
conditions for fodder production and 
grazing 

• High density of processing plants near 
consumption basin and near international 
harbor for export 



Trends and dynamism during last two decade
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• Between 2007 and 2021, milk production increased +7 Mt (+23%), which is nearly one 
third of the growth of EU28 during the same period. 

• Unless 3 regions, all parts registered rises. 



Trends and dynamism expected for 2030
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• Milk production in the Arc Atlantic area is expected to keep increasing but mostly in 
the north of the area, and quicker than in the EU. 



Projected growth thanks to a higher productivity
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Dairy cow numbers projected to increase

Average milk yield per cow and milk solids are projected to increase

Dairy farm numbers projected to decrease: less but bigger

Milk deliveries are expected to increase



Dairy cow numbers projected to increase
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• +2% expected 
mainly thanks to 
the north area



Average milk yield per cow and milk solids 
are projected to increase
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• Increase in volume 
expected for all areas 

• Yields mainly depend on 
the feed requirement 
(grazing and quantity of 
concentrate). 

• The main dynamic keeps 
to be in the north except 
for Galicia



Dairy farm numbers projected to decrease: less 
but bigger meaning more restructuring
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Different strategies emerge 

• Ireland : increase in herds and 
yields

• UK : large farms and yields 
exceeding 9 000 l/cow

• France : decline in number of 
farm and cows even in the West

• Spain : increase production with 
more productivity per cow

• Portugal : different systems and 
strategies



Factors that could constrain the milk production
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Actual situation
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• Covid pandemic has disrupted 
the logistics and especially the 
consumption of dairy products.

• Climate change maybe faster 
than expected

• Inflation on cost production 
(energy, fertilizers, feed…) 



Less milk in 2022
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Because of weather 
and high costs, milk 
production keeps in 
a downside trend 



Huge increase in production costs
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French indicator, the Index of average
Purchase Prices of Agricultural Product
(IPAMPA) measures changes in the purchase
prices by farmers for their inputs

-- Géneral index ; -- Feed purchased ; --
Energy and lubricants ; -- Fertilisers

Unless milk prices keeps climbing to records,
margins are not necessarily incentive.

Farmers remain cautious in their production
choices.

It could change in the next months, depending
on grass growth and feed prices.



Less milk means less dairy products
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• Liquid milk consumption in 
dropping fastly so
production is following the 
same trend

• Last two months, SMP 
production rebounded
(geopolitical context)



On the specific point of gas
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Increase in processing
cost that could lead :

• to a decrease in milk
prices for farmers

• to a change in the
processing product



Exports below last year level
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